2012-2013 Central Catholic High School Summer Reading List
English I/Honors English I
All CCHS students are required to read at least one book from the Summer Reading List in preparation for next school year and will be assessed on their summer
reading during the first weeks of school in September. AP and Honors English students will have a closed-book assessment on their required reading on the first day
of school. All students should bring their required texts to class the first day of school. For further reading enjoyment, additional lists by genre are available in the
library. Have a great summer and see you in the fall!
English I:
The Book Thief, Zusak

Honors English I:
*The White Tiger, Adiga

Questions: Use the following questions to help guide your reading of your selected text(s). Be prepared to discuss during the beginning of school in September.
The Book Thief:
1. What is ironic about Liesel’s obsession with stealing books?
2. Liesel believes that Hans Hubermann’s eyes show kindness, and from the beginning she feels closer to him than to Rosa Hubermann. How does Hans gain Liesel’s love and trust? Why is it so
difficult for Rosa to demonstrate the same warmth toward Liesel?
3. Abandonment is a central theme in the novel. The reader knows that Liesel feels abandoned by her mother and by the death of her brother. How does she equate love with abandonment? Was
she abandoned by circumstance or by the heart.
4. How does Zusak use the literary device of foreshadowing to pull the reader into the story?

*The White Tiger:
1. What makes the narrator’s point of view so provocative, yet charming, despite the fact he is admitting he committed a murder? How does Balram justify his actions and do you, as a reader, feel
he convinces you that what he did was right?
2. What does “half-baked” mean in this novel and how does Balram educate himself?
3. Describe his life as a servant and his rise to the “top”. Does Balram have to sacrifice his morals – why or why not?
4. What is the difference between the Light and Darkness in India? How do these two areas play a part in the story, geographically and morally?
5. This novel offers a vivid, yet sometimes sobering image of India. What do you think the author is trying to convey to his readers about the Indian people and their place in society, their
government, and how they treat each other (as family, as master/servant, as friends)?
6. What are Balram’s five names and how do they play a part in the story?
7. Despite the fact that this novel is graphic at times and describes a murder, Balram offers humor and a seemingly upbeat attitude toward the reader – where do you see this?

*Please refer to the “Skill of Annotating: Being an Active Reader” handout at the end of the Summer Reading document

2012-2013 Central Catholic High School Summer Reading List
English II/Honors English II
All CCHS students are required to read at least one book from the Summer Reading List in preparation for next school year and will be assessed on their summer
reading during the first weeks of school in September. AP and Honors English students will have a closed-book assessment on their required reading on the first day
of school. All students should bring their required texts to class the first day of school. For further reading enjoyment, additional lists by genre are available in the
library. Have a great summer and see you in the fall!
English II:
A Long Way Gone, Beah

Honors English II:
* Brave New World, Huxley

Questions: Use the following questions to help guide your reading of your selected text(s). Be prepared to discuss during the beginning of school in September.
A Long Way Gone:
1. Ishmael Beah’s grandmother explains the local adage that “we must strive to be like the moon” (16). Explain how Ishmael does strive to be like the moon in the memoir.
2. This memoir ends with a striking image, as Ishmael sees a mother telling her two children a story that he had also heard as a child. It’s a memorable fable that touches on
several of the key themes, including violence, family, story-telling, childhood, and African village life. But it also carries a message of sacrifice. Explain how this last message
is a theme throughout A Long Way Gone.
3. Ishmael Beah describes two kinds of domestic living in detail, village life and city life. Which does Ishmael prefer, and why?
4. Think about the importance that music can have in one’s life. Use Ishmael’s experiences with rap music to support your thoughts. For example, why is it important to him,
especially during his rehabilitation at Benin Home?
5. How does one arrive at one’s calling in life, or purpose in life? Discuss this harrowing account of civil war and childhood as a meditation on finding one’s ultimate purpose
as your evidence. For example, how does Ishmael, at a relatively early age, arrive at what seems to be his calling in life?

*Brave New World:
1. What, if anything, is there to admire about Bernard Marx? What, if any, are his faults? What is your reaction to or judgment of him?
2. What, if anything, is there to admire about John the Savage? What, if any, are his faults? What is your reaction to or judgment of him?
3. Analyze the debate between John and Mond at the end of the novel. With whom do you agree more? Identify valid or invalid points made by each of them.

*Please refer to the “Skill of Annotating: Being an Active Reader” handout at the end of the Summer Reading document

2012-2013 Central Catholic High School Summer Reading List
English III/Honors English III
All CCHS students are required to read at least one book from the Summer Reading List in preparation for next school year and will be assessed on their summer
reading during the first weeks of school in September. AP and Honors English students will have a closed-book assessment on their required reading on the first day
of school. All students should bring their required texts to class the first day of school. For further reading enjoyment, additional lists by genre are available in the
library. Have a great summer and see you in the fall!
English III:
True Grit, Portis
ISBN-13: 9781590204597

Honors English III:
*Death Comes for the Archbishop, Cather
Vintage Classics ISBN# 0679728899
*The Riders of the Purple Sage, Grey
Barnes and Noble Library of Essential Reading Series ISBN# 978-076075755

Questions: Use the following questions to help guide your reading of your selected text(s). Be prepared to discuss during the beginning of school in September.
True Grit
1. Why does Portis end the first chapter with Proverbs 28:1 “the wicked flee when none pursueth” (17)? Offer two examples of how this phrase connects to the novel
with textual support.
2. Identify one theme in the novel and include two quotes to support the theme you choose.
3. Make sure you are annotating your books (see the guide below). Please bring your annotated books to class, as you will be using them during the first week or two.
***Your discussion question responses should be healthy paragraphs (at least 6-8 sentences) that answer the question, but do not retell the story of the book. If your
responses are over one page for one question, you need to edit. You are expected you to use complete sentences, to weave in your quotations with careful explanation, and
to offer insight. They will be collected the first day of class.
*Death Comes for the Archbishop:
1. How are Father Latour and Father Vaillant similar and different in how they approach their work? Who do you believe is the better man? Who is the better priest?
Is there a difference?
2. What role does the landscape play in the novel? How is it a character?
3. Cather claims she purposely did not play up incidents. What are some situations that she understated?
4. Cather called this book a narrative. How might that be different than a novel?
5. Cather was not Catholic. Why do you think she wrote about two Catholic priests? Is this a religious book?
*The Riders of the Purple Sage:
1. Which of the main characters in Riders of the Purple Sage is the most heroic? Why?
2. Where does this storyline show up in contemporary literature or television and movies?
3. Consider the following quote and how it applies to reading Riders of the Purple Sage (1912) in 2011. What might we learn from these novels about American Literature?
“All America lies at the end of the wilderness road, and our past is not a dead past, but still lives in us. Our forefathers had civilization inside themselves, the wild outside. We
live in the civilization they created, but within us the wilderness still lingers. What they dreamed, we live, and what they lived, we dream” (T.K. Whipple, Study Out the Land).

*Please refer to the “Skill of Annotating: Being an Active Reader” handout at the end of the Summer Reading document

2012-2013 Central Catholic High School Summer Reading List
English IV/AP English
All CCHS students are required to read at least one book from the Summer Reading List in preparation for next school year and will be assessed on their summer
reading during the first weeks of school in September. AP and Honors English students will have a closed-book assessment on their required reading on the first day
of school. All students should bring their required texts to class the first day of school. For further reading enjoyment, additional lists by genre are available in the
library. Have a great summer and see you in the fall!
Questions: Use the following questions to help guide your reading of your selected text(s). Be prepared to discuss during the beginning of school in September.
English IV:
Nickel and Dimed, Ehrenreich
ISBN-13: 978-0312626686

AP English IV
Emma, Austen
ISBN-13: 978-0393927641

Nickel and Dimed
1. Were your perceptions of blue-collar Americans transformed or reinforced by Nickel and Dimed? Have your notions of poverty and prosperity changed since reading
the book? What about your own treatment of wait staff, hotel staff and sales people?
2. Housing costs pose the greatest obstacle for low-wage workers. Why does our society seem to resist rectifying this situation? Do you believe that there are realistic
solutions to the lack of affordable housing?
3. The author found that she could not survive on her hourly wage—not if she wanted to live indoors. Consider how her experiment would have played out in your own
community: limiting yourself to Oregon’s minimum wage, create a hypothetical monthly budget for your part of town.
4. The workers in Nickel and Dimed receive almost no benefits—no overtime pay, no retirement funds, and no health insurance. Is this fair to you? Do you think an
increase in salary would redress the lack of benefits, or is this a completely separate problem?
5. Nickel and Dime takes place in 1998-2000, a time of unprecedented prosperity in America. Do you think Ehrenreich’s experience would be different in today’s
economy? How so?
Emma
Rhody/ Wallenius INSTRUCTIONS
Please answer the following five questions as completely as possible before your first A.P. class. Be sure to have an MLA citation for each of your answers (at
least a quotation and page number). Quality thinking is more important than verbiage. A good small font, one page, typed should suffice. You need to bring
your annotated novels on the first day of class and be ready to add generative contributions to discussion.
1. Emma is told from the point of view of an omniscient narrator, but at times slips into Emma’s perspective. What is this point of view called and what effect does it have on
the story?
2. What do the introductory paragraphs tell us about Emma socially, morally, and intellectually?
3. What is Harriet’s social position as the “natural daughter of somebody” (page 41)? What do the initial conversations between Emma and Harriet tell us about each
character?
4. Who do you consider the minor players in the story? Write a brief description of each. Are these characters flat/static or round/ dynamic? How does each inform the story?
(Include textual evidence for each character.)
5. Is the narrator Austen or a persona? Why do you think so? Is Austen’s use of irony simply to criticize society, or does it allow the reader to have compassion for some of
her foolish and flawed characters?

*Please refer to the “Skill of Annotating: Being an Active Reader” handout at the end of the Summer Reading document

The Skill of Annotating: Being an Active Reader
Annotating is a strategy that you will begin learning before your freshman year, and it is a skill that will guide you through your high school
career, as well as college and your future endeavors. Annotating is simply writing on text, or marking your thoughts on whatever you’re
reading. The reason we encourage this strategy is because it makes you active readers; if you’re annotating, you can’t be dozing through your
reading-you have to pay attention. We realize that if you borrow your summer reading books from the library, you can’t mark directly on them, so
you may use post-it notes to record your thoughts (stick them on the page where your thought occurs) or a separate page. Below are some
suggestions on how and what to annotate.
Underlining/Highlighting: You should underline or highlight significant passages, including those passages which have impact on the theme,
important names, and/or details which you feel you might want/need to refer back to later. Your reading questions will be a good guideline for
what to annotate at first; from there, you are free to mark important themes, characters, passages, etc.
Question Marks/Written Questions: Use a question mark to note things you wish clarification on. In the margin (or on a sticky note), write a
question which the section or passage makes you think about. Write a question regarding a possible connection to something else you begin to
think about after reading the passage, etc. You may find clarification comes along a bit later in the text, but this focuses your attention on it. Often
raising the question allows you to see the answer more clearly.
Vocabulary: You can mark unfamiliar vocabulary in a variety of ways. Circle it, underline it, highlight it, etc. The important thing is to not just
ignore it. Either make sense of it from the text, or look it up if you need to. A word may indeed change the impact or meaning of a passage.
Literary Techniques: Mark similes, metaphors, etc. in the literature you are reading. Make sure you understand their significance to the work.
Think about what you are reading, think about why the author expressed him/herself the way they did, think about what the piece means to you.
Jot down these thoughts as you read; it makes it very easy to recall them when you actually write them out.
Other things to consider annotating:
“Aha” moments: things that caught your attention, made you think, etc.
Major plot developments, character introduction and development, time references
There is no required or “correct” number of annotations per book. We are asking that you mark things of interest as you encounter them. Don’t
over annotate and mark on every single page; we don’t want to kill your love of reading!

